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NOTICE
1
Alcohol-RelAted AviAtion Accidents involving Pilots With PRevious Alcohol offenses INTrOduCTION
The.Federal. Avaton.Admnstraton.(FAA) . requres. armen.to.report.legal.actons.nvolvng.ethanol.and/or. other. drugs .. Legal. actons. of. concern. nclude. drvng. whle.mpared.by.or.whle.under.the.nfluence.of.alcohol. or.other.drug(s) ..Certfied.plots.are.requred.to.report. any. admnstratve. acton. resultng. n. denal,. suspenson,.cancellaton,.or.revocaton.of.drvng.prvleges.or. mandatory.attendance.at.an.educatonal.or.rehabltaton.program 2000.and.2007.n.whch.ethanol.was. present.n.the.plot,.and.the.plot.had.prevously.documented.alcohol.offenses.and/or.a by.alcohol ..The. NTSB.report.also.notes.that.the.CFI. had.reported.to.the.FAA.hs.pror.DUI,.but.the.FAA.dd. not.request.detals,.nor.requre.an.addtonal.substance. dependence.evaluaton ..The.NTSB.found.the.cause.of. the.accdent.to.be.due.to.the.flght.nstructor's.falure.to. mantan.sufficent.arspeed.to.avod.a.stall.durng.takeoffntal.clmb,.and.hs.mparment.from.alcohol . . a. prescrpton. antdepressant, . and. ts. metaboltes.n.the.plot's.blood.and.urne ..The.plot.had. three.prevous.drug.and/or.alcohol The pilot's misjudged distance and speed that led to a long landing, and his inadequate recovery from a bounced landing, all due to the effects of impairment from alcohol consumption, which resulted in an in-flight collision with terrain during an aborted landing attempt. A contributing factor was the Federal Aviation Administration's failure to identify existing evidence of substance (alcohol) dependence in the pilot due to an inadequate and incomplete process of screening medical applications. The pilot's failure to maintain aircraft control due to the effects of impairment from alcohol consumption. A contributing factor was the Federal Aviation Administration's failure to identify existing evidence of substance (alcohol) dependence in this commercial pilot due to an inadequate and incomplete process of screening medical applications.
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